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Reminder



How Soon?



Conventions of BoP 

Accounting

Exports of goods, services, income 

receipts, and monetary (govt.) gold 

= cr or +

Imports of goods, services, income 

payments, monetary (govt.) gold = 

dr or -

Capital inflow = an increase  in our 

liabilities to foreigners or a 

decrease in our foreign assets = cr 

or +

Capital outflow = a decrease in our 

liabilities to foreigners or an 

increase in our foreign assets = dr 

or -



Yogi Berra

“I don’t want to 

make the wrong 

mistake.”



Quick test:
I mail my Uncle Harry who 

lives abroad a $20 bill.

Question: Is this a capital 

inflow or outflow?

Capital inflow = an increase  in our 

liabilities to foreigners or a decrease in 

our foreign assets = cr or +

Capital outflow = a decrease in our 

liabilities or an increase in our foreign 

assets = dr or -



Quick test:
I mail my Uncle Harry who 

lives abroad a $20 bill.

Question: Is this a capital 

inflow or outflow?

Capital inflow = an increase  in our 

liabilities to foreigners or a 

decrease in our foreign assets = cr or +

So I have created a capital inflow.

Moral: Apply the rules and don’t think 

about flowing out and in.



Other Conventions:

 Generally, transactors and 

institutions are classified as 

domestic or foreign by 

location, not ownership.

- Toyota USA is American

- NationsBank subsidiary in 

London is British

 Exceptions for tourists and 

students



Barter Transaction:
U.S. exports $1 of wheat 

in exchange for $1 of 

cloth imports.

Goods Exports   $1

Goods Imports           $1

cr +        dr -



Official Gold Transaction:

U.S. exports $1 of wheat 

in exchange for $1 of 

Russian gold.*

US assets abroad:

Official

Govt. gold             $1

Goods Exports  $1

Moral: Don’t think about whether it 

is “good” to gain gold.  Just follow 

the rules!

cr +        dr -

*In the 1960s, the U.S. government made

such a deal with the old Soviet Union





Exports for Money 

Transaction I:

U.S. exporters sell $1 of 

wheat and receive $1 in a 

foreign-located demand 

deposit.

Goods Exports    $1

US assets abroad:

Private

Bank deposits        $1

(Increase in our foreign assets.)

cr +        dr -



Exports for Money 

Transaction II:

U.S. exporters sell $1 of 

wheat and receive $1 from 

a demand deposit held by 

a foreigner in the U.S.

Goods Exports      $1

Foreign assets in US:

Private

Bank deposits           $1

(Decrease in our liabilities 

to foreigners)

cr +        dr -



Imports for Money 

Transaction:

U.S. importers buy $1 of 

cloth and pay $1 from a 

demand deposit they have 

in a bank abroad.

Goods imports              $1

US assets abroad:

Private

Bank deposits   $1

(Decrease in our foreign assets)

cr +        dr -



Purely Financial 

Transaction:

U.S. investor buys $1 of 

U.K. stock and pays with 

$1 held in a bank abroad

US assets abroad:

Private

Stocks                        $1

Bank deposits   $1

(Decrease in our foreign assets in 

bank deposits offset by increase 

in our foreign assets in stocks)

cr +        dr -



Remission of Dividends or 

Interest:  U.S. firm pays a 

$1 dividend to a foreigner 

with a check on an 

American-located bank.

Imports

Income

Dividends                 $1

Foreign assets in US:

Private

Bank deposits   $1

(We imported the services of 

foreign capital and increased our 

liabilities to foreigners.)

cr +        dr -



Dummy Transactions:



Dummy Transactions:

Retained earnings

Unilateral current transfers

 Social Security and private 

pensions

 Foreign aid and charity

 Personal remittances

Capital account

 U.S. govt. debt forgiveness  to 

foreigners

 Migrants’ transfers as they enter 

and leave the country

 Statistical discrepancy



Retention of earnings:  

American subsidiary of 

foreign multinational 

earns $1 in U.S. and 

retains it.

Imports

Income

“Pretend” Dividends   $1

Foreign assets in US:

Private

Direct investment  $1

(We imported the services of foreign 

capital and increased our liabilities 

to foreigners.)

cr +        dr -



Gift:  $20 gift to my Uncle 

Harry abroad

Foreign assets in US:

Currency               $20

Unilateral current 

transfers:

Personal remittances      $20

(A dummy debit entry under 

unilateral current transfers

balances the capital inflow credit.)

cr +        dr -



Gift to myself as a migrant 

leaving the U.S.:  I take $20 

bill with me as I depart.

Foreign assets in US:

Currency               $20

Capital account                $20

(A dummy debit entry under 

capital account balances the 

capital inflow credit.)

cr +        dr -



Gift to foreign govt. when 

U.S. govt. forgives past debt 

of $1

US assets abroad:

Govt. loans              $1

Capital account                $1

(A dummy debit entry under 

capital account balances the 

capital inflow credit.)

cr +        dr -



The IMF created and  

distributed SDRs to its 

member states as “gifts” at 

various points in the past.   It 

could happen again in the 

future.  Current practice is to 

omit these gifts entirely from 

the balance of payments.  They 

are not shown as an addition to 

the SDR stock.  Thus, there is 

no need for a dummy 

counteracting entry when new 

SDRs are allocated.

A note on initial 

allocations of SDRs

So you don’t 

have to worry 

about it.



Since measurement is 

imperfect...

...the “statistical 

discrepancy” is added 

so that credits = debits.

cr + dr -



Sen. Everett M. Dirksen

“A billion here, a billion 

there, and pretty soon 

you’re talking about real 

money.”



Commonly-Computed 

Balances:

 “Trade balance” or 

“merchandise trade balance” 

(goods)

 Balance on goods and 

services (GDP)

 Balance on goods, services, 

and income (GNP)

 “Current account” = balance 

on goods, services, and 

income plus unilateral current 

transfers = (with sign reversed) 

capital account + financial 

account



Balance of Payments: 

Lessons

Accounts are based on 

standard double-entry 

bookkeeping

But terminology can be 

confusing

Accounts involve flows of 

goods, services, income, and 

asset holdings

Various balances can be 

computed from flow 

categories such as “current 

account”



Balance of Payments: 

More Lessons

Mirror-image relation 

between net exports and 

financial flows is apparent in 

accounts

Accounts can be used to track 

net flows of financial assets as 

well as goods flows (exports 

and imports)

But significant measurement 

problems are present.  

Caution advised!



MGT. 205A

The

FINAL

Topic



Slow Start

 Introductory empirical review

 Comparative advantage

- Supply-side view of trade pattern

- Original Ricardian model

- Heckscher-Ohlin approach



Gaining Speed

 Commercial policy

- Tariffs

- Tariff measurement

- Non-tariff barriers

 Trade integration



Rolling along

 Changes in exchange rates

 Purchasing-power-parity

 Price-specie-flow

 Spot/forward exchange rates

 Macro policy

 Balance of payments

 International monetary system



Time to bring class to 

a graceful conclusion



Time to bring class to 

a graceful conclusion



Time to bring class to 

a graceful conclusion



Evolution of the 

International Monetary 

System

From the Cave 

Man to World War 

II

C=



Evolution of the 

International Monetary 

System

Post-World War II

The Present

The Future

C=



Pre-World War II

 Barter ---> precious metals

 Development of banking

 19th century gold standard

 Anti-gold Populist agitation in 

the U.S.

 Break down of gold standard 

during the Great Depression

 $35/ounce

 The pre-war “Golden 

Avalanche”



Pecuniary:
adj., of money or 

monetary payments.



Pecuniary:
adj., of money or 

monetary payments.

Pay to the bearer 

on demand



Pecuniary:
adj., of money or 

monetary payments.



Gold Coins

Macedonia 

circa 350 BC

Rome 

44 BC



Swedish Copper Episode



Mexican soap 

money

Mongolian 
tea money



Banknote



Central Banks

Bank of England in 1827



What is price “stability”?

Price of Wheat
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What is price “stability”?

h

t

t

p

http://www.nber.org/databases/macrohistory/

data/04/m04051.db

Federal Reserve Bank of NY

Index of General Prices: 1860-1913
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Civil War Greenbacks



Free Silver Pamphlet



Free Silver Pamphlet



Free Silver Pamphlet



Post-1896 

ElectionDemocrats
- Cheap Money 

(anti-gold)

- Free Trade

Republicans
- Sound Money 

(gold standard)

- Protection and 

High Tariffs

William Jennings 

Bryan (Dem.)

William McKinley 

(Rep.)



Excerpts from Bryan’s

Cross of Gold Speech

…I come to speak to you in defense of a cause 

as holy as the cause of liberty - the cause of 

humanity. …

…Mr. Carlisle said in 1878 that this was a 

struggle between "the idle holders of idle 

capital” and "the struggling masses, who 

produce the wealth and pay the taxes of the 

country”…

…You come to us and tell us that the great 

cities are in favor of the gold standard; we 

reply that the great cities rest upon our broad 

and fertile prairies. Burn down your cities and 

leave our farms, and your cities will spring up 

again as if by magic; but destroy our farms and 

the grass will grow in the streets of every city in 

the country.



Excerpts from Bryan’s

Cross of Gold Speech

…We care not upon what lines the battle is 

fought. If they say bimetallism is good, but that 

we cannot have it until other nations help us, 

we reply that, instead of having a gold standard 

because England has, we will restore 

bimetallism, and then let England have 

bimetallism because the United States has it. If 

they dare to come out in the open field and 

defend the gold standard as a good thing, we 

will fight them to the uttermost. Having behind 

us the producing masses of this nation and the 

world, supported by the commercial interests, 

the laboring interests and the toilers 

everywhere, we will answer their demand for a 

gold standard by saying to them: You shall 

not press down upon the brow of labor 

this crown of thorns, you shall not 

crucify mankind upon a cross of gold.









Was William Jennings 

Bryan the Wizard of OZ?

Abbreviation 

for a troy ounce 

of gold.



Great Depression of the 

1930s
Hoover 

gold policy

Roosevelt 

goes off 

gold

Roosevelt 

returns to 

gold

 $35/oz.

FDR









George F. Warren


